only a few of them. In 2006 we counted 2,952 antelopes migrating east, of which 98.17% crossed by using the wildlife underpasses.
A highway built in the 1950s runs parallel to the railway, at about 500-1,500 metres away in our research area. (Outside our research area, the distance between road and railway ranges from 200 metres to 35 kilometres.)
The antelopes usually wait for a lull in the heavy flow of daytime traffic before hurrying across the road. Some animals even forage along the highway, seemingly ignoring the cars and trucks.
It seems, then, that the Tibetan antelopes have largely adapted to the presence of the Qinghai-Tibet railway. As the area develops further, care must be taken to ensure that these animals can continue their ancient pattern of migration. 1035; 2008) , the final draft of the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) 2007-08 peer-review selfstudy report tackles a critical set of issues for us grantees and reviewers. We all want an efficient and stable system; we all particularly care about junior investigators. But the solutions need to be grounded in evidence.
As you point out, a back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that eliminating more than two grants per investigator would allow a 5% increase in the number of grants. But is this better? Another casual calculation shows that requiring all grants to be shared by two investigators would more than double the number of grantees. So?
How do we know that eliminating amended applications will help? Amended applications are what keeps everyone honest. Without the back-and-forth of peer review, efforts by the NIH will degenerate into the dismal and ad hoc review process that characterizes many other agencies. And I would be reluctant to review the expanded load of always-new proposals.
Would a shorter application really enhance the quality of research or the efficiency of the review process? I don't want to spend extra time looking for lost key information. Is this a good idea? Why don't we study it?
Likewise, it is unclear whether using more than four reviewers would enhance the system or bring it to a screeching halt owing to the huge burden of review.
Also, what is the evidence that giving more R01 grants (individual grants that are the mainstay of extramural funding through the NIH) for early-career investigators will work in attracting the best and brightest to the life sciences and biomedical research? The issue is complex. I am not sure whether attaining that first R01 is the solution: it is the ability to stay there in a healthy and productive career.
Some suggestions are 'pilots' , which should be applauded, but again there is little discussion of what is being measured and how. It is high time for the NIH to conduct research on the review process itself. With hundreds of study sections meeting and thousands of applications reviewed every year, the material is there for retrospective analysis and for prospective studies that test specific hypotheses and interventions.
Perhaps the peer-review self-study should have submitted an R01 application on the proposed changes. would argue that your review of grant numbers is flawed. It is absurd to consider supplements to parent grants, such as centresupport grants or training add-ons, as separate grants. Training grants should not be seen as counter to the self-interest of junior investigators. Also, you should have explained that junior investigators are supported by large centres or networks (in which hundreds of junior investigators may be engaged), although the NIH demands a single administrative leader -therefore a large grant is attributed to one person, often with many centres or supplements.
The end of the rise in funding for the NIH corresponded to the start of the war in Iraq, with its no-bid multibillion-dollar contracts and support of 150,000 Americans overseas. Half-a-trillion dollars (a very conservative estimate) has been spent there during the past five years, nearly four times the annual NIH budget in each of those years. The costs show no signs of abating -and all this in the context of tax cuts and economic recession.
So Nature should keep asking the tough questions about NIH funding decisions and effort-reporting policies. But please consider alternatives to your simplistic thesis.
